The 3-Campus Program involves students from Keio University in Tokyo, Yonsei University in Seoul, the University of Hong Kong, as well as from 10 top participating institutions around the world.

- Develop an enriched understanding of political, economic and cultural realities in East Asia
- Investigate the past, present and future between East Asia and the wider world
- Study with students from Keio, Yonsei, & Hong Kong
- Culminate with a summer internship in Hong Kong
The 3-Campus program is designed for students to develop national competencies as a key foundation of regional and global competencies. In each of the three campuses/countries, students study the economy, politics, culture and society of the respective nation (Japan, Korea, or China). Their interdisciplinary studies and customized language courses will give them the necessary knowledge and tools to comprehend each of these complex and vibrant nations and this exciting region as a whole.

The 3-Campus cohort also have specially tailored opportunities to work and learn together through undertaking research and training in leading private and public institutions across East Asia, drawing on the prestigious local networks of Keio, Yonsei and Hong Kong Universities. The program culminates with a summer internship in Hong Kong.

Full Academic Year Option
The 3 Campus Program allows a cohort of students to collectively develop their East Asian expertise across a full academic year calendar. Their schedule begins in the fall in Tokyo, Japan at Keio University, where their studies are built around Japanese Studies offered at the International Center. The spring semester is spent in Seoul, South Korea at Yonsei University, where they take a course on Korean modernization together. They finish their year by moving to Hong Kong, where they all take a signature course on the Political Economy of Global Asia. All participating students are provided with an Internship and special mentoring in Hong Kong in order to bring together their academic training and curriculum with real world experience working in the East Asia office of an international organization.

Half-Year Option
While 3-Campus students from the host institutions all participate on the program for a year, students from international partner institutions including Cornell have the option to participate in a tailor-made program at Keio during the first two weeks of February, followed by the regular spring semester at Yonsei and the summer internship coordinated by Hong Kong University.

Academic Calendar
Fall Semester: Keio University, Tokyo
- Mid-September to late January
- Core Course: Japanese Social Attitudes & Behavior in the Contemporary Society
- Courses in English at Keio University
- Japanese Language Course

Half-Year Early Start: Keio University [full-year cohort participates as well]
- Early to Mid-February

Regular Spring Semester: Yonsei University, Seoul
- Early March to Mid-June
- Core Course: Modern Korean History
- Courses in English at Yonsei University
- Korean Language Course

Summer: The University of Hong Kong, China
- Mid-June to Eng of July
- Two-week Core Course: The Political Economy of Global Asia
- Four-week Internship arranged by Hong Kong University